We [1] as well as others [2] [3] [4] have shown that some active enzymes exhibit enhanced diffusion. In the process of building a model for this effect, we eliminated alternative explanations through experimental controls; see Ref. [1] and SI. In a recent (2015) PRL by R. Golestanian [5] , the author theoretically examines multiple explanations for increased diffusion of enzymes that catalyze highly exothermic reactions. One of these is collective heating (CH) that attributes the active enzyme's enhanced diffusion to a temperature rise of the buffer caused by the accumulation of reaction heat in the center of the reaction container. Golestanian concludes that CH, is the best candidate explanation for our results recently published in Nature [1] . Here we present evidence to counter this claim. Our controls rule out the possibility that global or local heating of the solvent surrounding the enzyme in our experiments is responsible for enhanced enzyme diffusion, as predicted from a heat capacity calculation [1] . Briefly, assuming perfect thermal isolation, we calculate the expected maximum temperature rise, ∆T , anywhere within the container, assuming total substrate depletion for our most exothermic enzyme, catalase. Importantly, substrate is not replenished in our experiments. Using [C(H 2 O 2 )] = 25mM as the concentration of substrate (which for catalase is hydrogen peroxide), C p = 4.18 · 10 3 J/(KL) as the water heat capacity and ∆H = 100kJ/mol as the enthalpy of the reaction, we get:
Interpolating the 300.6K viscosity from experimental values [6] and using the Stokes-Einstein's relation yields this ratio of enhanced (T = 300.6K) to unenhanced (T = 300K) diffusion coefficient:
Note that 300.6K is not the spatially averaged temperature rise within the container. Instead it is the maximum temperature rise possible at any point inside the experimental container irrespective of the speed with which the reaction happens. Since substrate is depleted and not replenished, no more heat can ever be produced within the container. What is more, this temperature rise is totally insufficient to explain the 25% diffusion coefficient rise for catalase. If, instead, we choose to calculate the temperature rise expected to occur during our experiment, we employ catalase's concentration ([C cat ] = 1nM ) and catalytic rate (k = 2.5 · 10 4 s −1 that we measured at 300K at saturation) plus the experiment duration (t = 30s), and the number of catalase's catalytic sites (n = 4), to find:
where once more we assumed no heat loss. Interpolating the 300.072K viscosity from experimental values [6] as before and using again Eq.2 yields this ratio of enhanced (T = 300.072K) to unenhanced (T = 300K) diffusion coefficient:
If we take the Arrhenius rate enhancement into consideration, we get D ′ ≈ 1.00118D. Diffusion coefficient increases of 0.0112% or 0.00118% are also nowhere near the 25% observed for active labeled catalase. Our measurements were taken during a window of just 30s, starting 10s after the enzyme was added to the solvent-substrate mix. In all cases, unavoidable heat loss further reduces these small temperature changes. In order to obtain a larger diffusion coefficient enhancement, Golestanian ignores substrate depletion and assumes steady state (and thus replenishment of substrate). In our experiments, since we never replenish substrate, the only steady state that can be reached is when substrate has been depleted. We add finally that CH cannot explain why labeled active urease shows a larger diffusion increase than labeled inactive urease placed in the same container as unlabeled active catalase, despite active catalase producing more heat than active urease as seen in Fig. 3 of the Ref. [1] SI. Nor can CH explain why labeled inactive urease in the same container as unlabeled active catalase shows smaller diffusion rises than labeled active catalase, despite the fact that in identical containers the same amounts of active catalase produce identical amounts of heat. In addition, a simple (Gaussian) likelihood ratio test reveals that our control (Ext. Data Fig.3 [1] ) is 22× more likely to show no trend (fixed urease diffusion at 31.5µm 2 /s) than a 25% increase (as would be expected in the presence of active catalase had Golestanian's CH hypothesis held for our experiment). Finally, ignoring our own experiments altogether, Dey et al. [4] show enzymes in the same device separating out in physical space on the basis of catalytic activity. If CH held for these experiments, and since all enzymes share the same container, all enzymes would experience the same heating and exhibit size, not activity, dependent diffusion; so CH cannot apply to those experiments either. Summary: Collective heating cannot explain our [1] and other [4] experiments on enhanced enzyme diffusion. This said, collective heating could very well apply in systems where many orders of magnitude more heat is produced.
